This paper investigates the structure of "generalized CliffordLittlewood-Eckmann groups", which arise in a number of physical applications. They are a direct generalization of Clifford-LittlewoodEckmann groups, which have many connections to quadratic forms and classical Clifford algebras. Here we show that any such group decomposes into a central product of factor groups of relatively small order, and that the number of isomorphism types of these factor groups is also small. The determination of the decomposition of these groups allows an easy calculation of many of the properties of the groups as well as of their associated generalized Clifford algebras. These applications will be carried out in subsequent papers.
1. Building block groups. Our goal is to develop a decomposition theory for the generalized CLE-groups, showing how they can be constructed in a canonical way from certain small "building block groups", just as the CLE-groups discussed in [LS] were. The groups we are investigating here are those which can be presented as G = (ω, αi, ... , a r \ω n = 1, af = ω e ® Vι, (Haj = ωajdi V/ < j, ωα; = a\ω V/).
As in the n = 2 case, we have a central element ω of order n in G, which we intuitively think of as a primitive nth root of 1, and we may refer to the relations α z α ; = ωα/α,-Vi < j by saying the generators " ω-commute". (Of course, this depends on the particular presentation of G given, since the ω-commuting relations depend on the order and choice of the generators.) We record several other useful facts about such groups. Proof.
(1) follows because any element can be uniquely written as
a/, 0 < fc, < /ι -1. (2) is done by calculating the "cost" in factors of ω of commuting each generator aι across an arbitrary element g e G. If g is written as in (4) above, e.g., (and assuming k 0 = 0), the cost is Σ/<i(-Λ)') + Σ 7>ί (^) Setting each "cost" to be 0 (mod n), we get fc, = -fc z +i (mod n), 1 < i < r -1, and &i = A: r (mod ft). The only way such equations can be satisfied is if r is odd, and k\ = -fc/+i (mod n), 1 < / < r -1. By (4) this will be the set of elements generated by ω and z. (4) is an elemen- (mod 4), and z n = GrtB-tf'W+aC*-!)/*) if r = 2 or 3 (mod 4)
Proof. By (4) above, we see that for g as given, g n = ^ΣWίWΣ^W" 1 )"/ 2 ), Now for z,ki = (-I)'" 1 , and we see that Σkfkj = 1 (mod 2) if r = 2 or 3 (mod 4), while if r = 0 or 1 (mod 4), then £ fc/fc, = 0 (mod 2). The corollary then follows. D
We should remark that if r > 2, then ω is not essential as a generator, i.e. ω is in the Frattini subgroup Φ of G. The key to understanding these groups lies in the fact that any such group decomposes as a central product of groups of this type with two generators (a\, a-i) or (ω, a) , with at most one factor of the latter type occurring. This is proved in Lemma (1.4) below. To simplify notation we will write G as (ω, a\, ... , a r ), and drop the relations. Let H = (ω,ii,...,iί),so G and H are two groups in the category whose objects are finite groups with a distinguished central element ω of order n and whose morphisms are ω-preserving homomorphisms. Define GxH = GH := (GxH)/((ω, ω" 1 )), a central product of two such groups, which again has a distinguished central element ω = (ω, 1) = (1, ω) of order n. (This is exactly analogous to the n = 2 case.) LEMMA 1.3. Let G and H be as given above, and suppose r = 0 (mod 2). Let z = aia^ '-a' 1 .
Then GH can be written in "standard form" as (ω, zb\ 
decomposes as a central product of groups of this type with two ω-commuting generators and at most one commutative factor generated by ω, z. This factor appears if and only if r = 1 (mod 2).
Proof We prove the lemma via an induction "by 2" on r. Certainly it is true for r = 1, 2.
Claim. If it is true for any G with r ω-commuting generators a\, ... , a r , then it holds true for any H with r + 2 ω-commuting generators b\, ... , b r+ 2: H is generated as well by {x~ιb\, ... , x~ιb r , b r +\, b r +ι} where x := b r +\b~+ 2 . Let α z := x~ιbi, 1 < / < r. It is directly seen that 0/0, = x~ιbiX~ιbj = ωx~ιbjX~ιbi = cΰO/βi 9 I < i < j < r, and α/& r +A: = b r + k ai, A: = 1,2. Hence H = (ω, a\,..., a r ) (ω, 6 r +i, 6 r+2 ) > and we are done by induction. D
We can now break down our problem of determining canonical decompositions for such groups into a series of steps:
(1) Analyze all two-generator groups.
(2) Determine how the two-generator groups combine under the central product defined above.
(3) Find a set of products of two-generator groups which provides a complete set of irredundant canonical forms for all such groups.
(4) Given a "standard" presentation of any such group (i.e. in terms of a set of ω-commuting generators), determine its associated canonical form.
We work on the first two steps in this section, and finish the last two in the next. Before beginning our analysis of the two-generator groups, we record the following useful fact. LEMMA 1.5. Let G x = (ω 9 a\ 9 ..., a r ), G 2 = (ω ; , b λ ,..., b r ), and H = (ω", c\, ... , c s ) be three of our groups in "standard form", with distinguished central nth roots of I given by ω, ω f , ω /; respectively. Suppose that θ: G\ -> G 2 is an isomorphism of groups with θ(ω) = ω'. Then the two groups GixH and G 2 xH are also isomorphic.
Proof, (θ, 1): Gi x H -+ G 2 x H is an isomorphism which sends (ω, ω""" 1 ) to (ω ; , ω"" 1 ). Hence
This lemma is important, because we will be working with various "standard forms" for the same group G, and we need to know that we do not have to worry overly much about the choice of distinguished central nth root of 1. We can now determine the isomorphism types of groups for which r = 1. PROPOSITION 1.6. Let G = (ω, a\ω n = 1, a n = ω e , ωa = aω), We can now proceed to analyze those groups for which r = 2. This becomes considerably more complicated. We must first set up some simplified notation. Let G be generated by r ω-commuting generators a\, ... , a r satisfying a? = aft. We will denote this group by G(e\,..., e r ) when we are concerned with the way the nth powers of the generators behave, and by {a\, ... , a r ) or (ω, a\, ... , a r ) when we are concerned with the generators themselves. 
Then α' and 6 are ω-commutinggenerators, and (α', b) = G(d + n/2 9 d).
Thus we see that in this case, the parity of λ is irrelevant. But we could also choose as ω-commuting generators the elements a 1 and a f b to give G = G(/i ,*/ + §). Since g. c. d.(af + f, /i) = f, we see by (1.9) that GSG(Λ,j) as well.
Next let us consider the case when JΞ2 (mod 4). Here the parity of λ comes into play. First assume λ to be odd. Then G = G(d + n/2,d) = G(n 9 d).
Let d* = 2d, so π/rf* is odd, and 
, £'), which is a proper subgroup of G2, giving a contradiction.
Finally we suppose | = 0 (mod 4). We know .1.4) ), we get G = G(kχd, d -m\n{n -l)/2). By choosing ω" = ω', α" = a'b'( ι~k J, and 6" = b 1 , we see finally G = G(rf + (W! + l)(fci -1)/I(/I -l)/2, rf -mi/i(/ι -l)/2).
We must now consider several cases, depending on the parities of n and mi. First, if n is odd, then n(n-1)/2 = 0 (mod n) , and we see that our result yields G^G (d 9 d) . 10) , we obtain the isomorphisms given in the statement of the theorem.
We have seen that any group G{e\ ,ei) is indeed isomorphic to some G (d, d) , d a divisor of n. We must now show that no two of these groups are isomorphic. This is most easily done by calculating
). (We remark that by applying (1.1.4) with m = n, we can show that for a group G{e\, ... , e r ) of this type, G n = {g n \g EG} = {g n \g e G), i.e. the nth powers in G actually form a subgroup of G. For by using the Euclidean algorithm and the fact that if ω e = g n , then ω ke = (g k ) n , we see that = G(f ι ,f 2 ,-f ι +f 2 + f 3 + n(n-l)/2). Again we must subdivide into several cases depending on congruence classes of our integers modulo 2 and 4. First let us assume n is odd. Then as we have seen in (1.11), G{f\, f 2 ) = G(kd, kd), and we have G s G(kd, kd)G(qd) s G{kd, kd, qd)
Working the other way and decomposing, let H = (ω, a, b, c) = G(f?i, e 2 , ei). Then (2) H^ (ω, a, c)(ω, ab~xc) = G(eι,e 3 )G(eι-e2+e 3 + n(n-l)/2).

Now let
by (1) *G(kd,qd)G(qd) by (2) G(d,d)G(qd)
by (1.11) = G(rf ( rf)G(/ 3 ) by (1.6). For the remainder of the proof we will assume n to be even. Initially let us also assume ^ is odd, so we may write f = yf for some odd integer γ. In this case ^ will also be odd, so G{q\kd, q 2 kd) =_ G{kd,kd) by (1.11). Then G s G(kd, kd)G{qd) s G(kd, kd, qd + f) by (1) by (2) by (1.11).
(This last step holds because g. c. ά.{kd, qd + \, ή) = f, ^ = 2 (mod 4) and 2k is even.) Thus we see (using (1.6)) that G =
G(d,d)G(f i ).
Next assume $ = 0 (mod 4), and write § = 2yd for some integer γ. If ^ = 0, 1, or 3 (mod 4), or if q x q 2 =l (mod 2), then G = G{kd, kd)G(qd) by (1.11)
G(kd,qd+^)G(qd) by (2) £ G(kd ,(q + 2γ) d)G{qd) 3 G(d, d)G{qd)
by (1.11). This last step follows from the fact that g. c. d. (kd, (q+2γ) 
as claimed. If ^ = 2 (mod 4) and q x q 2 is even, then G 3 G{2kd, 2kd)G{qd) by (1.11)
by (1) and (2) 
by (1.11) and (1.6). Again this last step is justified because q is odd in this case (2 divides k), and hence g. c.
Finally we must determine what happens when j =2 (mod 4). Here we may write \ = γd, where γ is an odd integer. Suppose first that either ^ = 1 (mod 2), or q x q 2 = 1 (mod 2) and ^ = 2 (mod 4). In these cases we have G^G(kd,kd)G(qd) by (1.11) s G(iW, ?</ + §)G(tfύ?)
by (1) and (2) If A: is even, then q is odd, and g.c.d.(fcύf, (# + y)rf, ή) = 2rf, so G s G(2rf, 2d)G(qd) by (1.11). If both A: and ^ are odd, then # + y is even, and again by (1.
11) we see that G = G(2d, 2d)G(qd). If k is odd but q is even, then g. c. d.(kd ,(q + γ)d,n) = d and k(q + γ) is odd, so (1.11) shows that in this case we have G = G(d, d)G(qd).
Notice that in this case q\q 2 is odd by assumption (fcodd => ^ = 2 (mod 4)), and so both f\jd and f 2 /d are odd, while fi/d is even. The remaining case is when ^ = 2 (mod 4) and q\q 2 = 0 (mod 2). Now #, is even •«> yj /rf is even, but g. These results can be converted to give an analysis of the decomposition of a group of order n 4 into a product of a group of order # 3 and an abelian group of order n 2 . We do this next, as it will help in the understanding of the general decomposition theory later on. Using the fact that (ω, a, 6) (ω, z) = (ω, az, £) (ω, z), we have that (ω, z) , and since 1+y is even, (1.11)
shows this is isomorphic to G(2d, 2d) (ω, z) . D
The analysis of the products of two groups of order n 3 is similar in flavor to what we have just done, but it is many times worse in tedious calculations. To simplify things we begin with two charts showing how the groups can be rearranged. The left-hand side gives the ω-commuting generators, and the right-hand side gives the corresponding ω-powers of the nth powers of the generators. = {c, d) (a, b) . This yields a number of other variations on the isomorphisms given in the charts above. Furthermore, we will often be interested in just the parity of the ω-powers of the nth powers of the generators, which means we can ignore the signs on the right-hand side above, and then there is complete symmetry among {e, f, g, h}. With this information it is now not too difficult to write down what happens when we take the central product of two groups of order n 3 . ', d')G(c, c) = G(n, n)G{2d, 2d) as above. In the second case, n/d' and n/c are both = 2 (mod 4) and k\k 2 and q^q 4 are both even, so although g.c. d.(<f, c) = d, G s G(2ίf, 2d')G(2c, 2c) by (1.11), so GSG(n, «)G(2J, 2ί/) by(1.16). Suppose now k = 1. We may assume 2\(e x /d). In this situation, G = G (2d', 2d')G(c, c), and  g.c.d.(2rf', c) = d, giving G = G(n, n)G(d, rf) by (1.16) G(n, n)G(d, d) . D 2. The decomposition theorem for general n. We are now ready to complete steps 3 and 4 of our program. The Decomposition Theorem which we prove next is the major result of this paper. Proof. We postpone showing uniqueness (irredundancy) until the next proposition. As for the decomposition, all cases are done by an induction on r. Notice that for r odd and z as defined in (1.
1.15.A (i)
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1.2), (ω,z)=G(e).
For r even, set d ' = g.c.d.(έ?i, ...e r . 2 , n), Δ r _! = e x -έ? 2 + e r -2 + e r -ι, A r = e x -e 2 + <? r _ 2 + e r . We make the important initial observation that for r even, G = 1 2 ^ a;} 2 a r ).
